
 

Reflex xtr (formerly rcm) is a game development platform that includes the core game graphics, game mechanics, and game
logic in an extensible framework. It can be used with any client-side programming language. Reflex is for everyone; whether
you are writing your first-ever computer program or an expert looking to prototype or develop your latest masterpiece. The
possibilities are endless, and reflex is always at hand. This is the latest version of Reflex xtr Download here.  

Reflex xtr has many features, including (but not limited to):

Full list on wiki here.

The first game to use this engine was browser game correx.net by Christoph Schadegg in 2010. The game had 10 millions of
installations on Chrome Web Store till 2016, when Google decided to shut it down due to security reasons (the game allowed
sharing of arbitrary data between players). Instead, the game was replaced with a page that informs about the moved of the
game into its original address reflexgamingsystem. com. There was a beta testing version available for Windows, Mac and Linux
called rcmtest, which had only 5 levels and only the main menu. The game was discontinued in favor of rcm2, which includes
bug fixes and new features.

The following games used Reflex xtr:

Reflex xtr has received numerous awards for its availability and usability:

Reflex xtr is available in 48 languages:

 

The above information may be incorrect or obsolete; it is wrong to cite this page when actually citing the following links: [1],
[2], [3]. 

The following article has been written using the name rcm:

For a list of programs that provide an interface to Reflex xtr see the below. http://www.amazon.com/Reflex-xtr-Game-
Development-Platform/dp/B0087NNWN6

The following articles have been written using the name rcm2:

The following articles have been written using the name rcmserv:

This article lists a selection of available extensions to Reflex xtr. http://reflexgamingsystem. com/reflex-xtr-extensions/

The following article lists a selection of available extensions to Reflex xtr. http://reflexgamingsystem.com/reflex-xtr-extensions/

The following article lists a selection of available extensions to Reflex xtr. http://reflexgamingsystem.com/reflex-xtr-extensions/

Founded by Willi Toma, this is the most comprehensive list on the web of all the games that have ever been published on Reflex
xtr. All of them can be found on GitHub, and there is an API on github as well to program games for it https://github.com.
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